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Los Angeles and California: 

Since it is the time of the year that many are taking their vacations and traveling through 

the country it may be well to devote this space to a very important city and state of the Union. 

To avoid any possibility of the charge that this article is the product of a personal pride in 

the state and city in which we live, I shall quote from the latest Time magazine and the May issue 

of the National Geographic, both of which have given chief attention to Los Angeles and 

California respectively, with beautiful colored photographs. 

Turning to the National Geographic's May issue we read this about California. “How 

California rose from rags to riches is melodrama unique in our annals. Naked Indians ate acorns 

where now men pay $55 for a tailored shirt and movie queens nibble $10 steaks. Assessed 

property value of all California, for taxes, equals about half Uncle Sam’s gold stock. This State 

has no climatic unity, like Massachusetts or Pennsylvania. With its 1,190 mile Pacific coast line, 

it stretches from cool, wet Oregon beaches south to dry, scorching Calexico on Mexico’s border. 

“Why motion pictures are made, how they affect human behaviour, is another story. How 

they affect California architecture, patterns of furniture, and styles in carloads of sport clothes 

made here is part of this story. 

“Till the last war, cash came largely from oil, farms, lumber, the sea, motion pictures, 

tourists, and the wealthy who retired here for easy life and lush climate. Now the State becomes 

industrialized; most newcomers are skilled workers, and the population is more than 10,000,000. 

“Except tobacco, peanuts, and soy-beans, which are not produced commercially, this 

State grows nearly everything raised elsewhere in the Union”. 

* * * * *  

About Los Angeles Time has this to say, “After four years of war and four wild years of 

peacetime boom, it is plain that Los. Angeles will never be like anything else on earth.” By now 

it is the third biggest city in the U. S., more than 2,000,000 people live within its far flung city 

limits, more than 4,000,000 in its metropolitan area. 

“Its economy no longer depends directly on its basic industries—oil, oranges, motion 

pictures, and aircraft. It lands more fish than Boston or Gloucester makes more furniture than 

Grand Rapids, assembles more automobiles than any other city but Detroit, makes more tires 

than any city but Akron. It is a garment center (bathing suits, slacks, sport togs) second only to 

New York. It makes steel in its backyard. Its port handles more tonnage than San Francisco.” 

* * * * *  

Nothing is mentioned of the growth of churches in these articles, but it also could be 

mentioned that churches have also grown in number as Los Angeles grew. Church edifices were 

built in the pride of bursting expansion and wealth. 

Among the many churches and in this great metropolis, and land of the Angels you will 

find the tiny insignificant congregation of the Bellflower Protestant Reformed Church, that is, 

you will find it if you are a member of one of our churches who is interested in finding a church 

of Jesus Christ. 

In writing of the growth and glamor of this country and city of ours we do not mean to 

join in with the praises of man for the achievements of man. We wish to show by way of contrast 

that to the believer there are the small things, the eternal and abiding things that count, not the 



great cities and peoples of the world. Living in this place and in the world of today, however, we 

cannot fail to notice these things, which are shown to us on every hand. There is, however, 

another city and land which should be the object of our interest and pleasure in these summer 

months of pleasure. It is the city which has foundations whose builder and Maker is God. 
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